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Fast and Accurate Computation of Hypersingular
Integrals in Galerkin Surface Integral Equation
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Abstract—Hypersingular 4-D integrals, arising in the Galerkin
discretization of surface integral equation formulations, are com-
puted by means of the direct evaluation method. The proposed
scheme extends the basic idea of the singularity cancellation
methods, usually employed for the regularization of the singular
integral kernel, by utilizing a series of coordinate transformations
combined with a reordering of the integrations. The overall
algebraic manipulation results in smooth 2-D integrals that can
be easily evaluated via standard quadrature rules. Finally, the
reduction of the dimensionality of the original integrals together
with the smooth behavior of the associated integrands lead up to
unmatched accuracy and efficiency.
Index Terms—Electromagnetic (EM) scattering, method of mo-
ments (MoM), numerical analysis, singular integrals, surface inte-
gral equations.
I. INTRODUCTION
S URFACE integral equation formulations are proven tobe one of the most powerful methods for the solution of
various electromagnetic (EM) antenna and scattering problems
[1]–[3]. Galerkin variants of the method of moments (MoM)
[4] are most often utilized for the numerical solution of these
electromagnetic surface integral equations, calling for the
calculation of four-dimensional (or double) integrals with
singular kernels. Typically, the singular integrals arising in
surface field integral equations can be categorized according to
the behavior of the kernel into weakly singular , strongly
singular and hypersingular . In EM community,
though, the definition might be quite different, i.e., kernels with
and behaviors are called hypersingular and super
hypersingular, respectively, as discussed in detail by Tong and
Chew [5], [6].
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To be more specific, weakly singular integrals appear in the
electric field integral equation (EFIE) formulations, when di-
vergence-conforming basis and testing functions, like the pop-
ular Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) [7], are incorporated in the
Galerkin MoM. Due to the non smooth behavior of the weakly
singular integral kernels, classical numerical quadrature rules
fail to meet the requirements for high precision results, and more
sophisticated techniques are needed to tackle this problem. Gen-
erally, various regularization methods for the computation of
4-D weakly singular integrals have appeared in the literature
over the last decades and interested readers could consult [8]
for a more detailed history of relevant previous work.
On the other hand, 4-D hypersingular integrals (following
here and for the rest of the manuscript the convention used in
EM community) arise in the numerical solution of magnetic
field integral equation (MFIE) and combined field integral equa-
tion (CFIE) formulations, since the latter are combination of
EFIE and MFIE formulations. Over the last years, numerous
techniques have been presented for the accurate and efficient
evaluation of those multidimensional hypersingular integrals,
which can be roughly categorized into two main families: singu-
larity cancellation methods [9]–[13] and singularity subtraction
methods [14]–[24]. The logical expectation is that both methods
should lead to superior accuracy compared with direct imple-
mentation of quadrature rules. This is not necessarily the case,
as demonstrated in this paper, especially when the quest for ma-
chine precision is combined with the need for improved effi-
ciency.
In this paper, the direct evaluation method tailored for the
hypersingular integrals arising in Galerkin surface integral
equation formulations is developed. The proposed method
utilizes a series of coordinate transformations together with
a reordering of the integrations in order to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the 4-D hypersingular integrals into 2-D smooth
integrals that can be easily computed via generalized Cartesian
product rules based on standard Gauss quadratures, readily
available in the literature. The direct evaluation method was
originally introduced by Gray et al. [25], [26] for the evaluation
of super hypersingular Galerkin surface integrals arising in
static problems and recently it was extended by the first author
for the case of the weakly singular integrals in Galerkin MoM
problems over coincident [8] and over edge adjacent and vertex
adjacent triangle elements [27].
In Section II, the singular integrals arising in Galerkin sur-
face integral equation formulations are reported. In Section III,
the direct evaluation method for the hypersingular integrals over
0018-926X/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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edge adjacent triangle elements is presented in detail. The final
formulas in the last part of Section III together with the functions
provided in Appendix A form the complete setup for a conve-
nient software implementation. Finally, in Section IV, the pro-
posed method is applied in a typical test case problem and the
results are compared with some of the most powerful methods
available in the literature.
II. SINGULAR INTEGRALS
The evaluation of the Galerkin MoM matrix elements in
EFIE, MFIE, or CFIE formulations, using RWG basis functions
and either RWG or testing functions , calls for




which incorporate the free-space Green’s function
(4)
with being the distance function and
the wavenumber. Here, and correspond to the supports
of the associated testing and basis functions.
The integrands of the aforementioned integrals become sin-
gular when the integration domains and have common
points. Consequently, regular numerical quadrature rules can
not converge with a reasonable number of integration points
and the need appears for more sophisticated techniques to com-
pute them. The integral can be transformed, for the basis and
testing functions under consideration, to a weakly singular inte-
gral [19]. Therefore, both and can be included in the cases
which were already treated in previous works within the frame-
work of the direct evaluation method [8], [27].
Although the basis and testing functions used herein are de-
fined over triangle pairs, the above integrals can be reduced to
integrals over the forming triangles, following a “triangle by tri-
angle” assembly procedure to fill the MoM impedance matrix.
Hence, we consider the integrals over the triangles and
instead of the domains and . In this paper, we focus par-
ticularly on the solution of the hypersingular integral
(5)
when the triangles and lie on different planes while
sharing a common edge.
III. DIRECT EVALUATION METHOD
A. Equilateral Triangle Parameter Space
The first step of the direct evaluation method is to introduce
an appropriate parameter space. In this manuscript, an equilat-
eral parameter space , where ,
(see Fig. 1) is employed for each one of the trian-
gles, following the original work by Gray et al. [25], [26]. This
Fig. 1. Equilateral parameter space transformation (original triangle master
triangle).
specific choice of parameter space is rather convenient for exe-
cuting the edge adjacent integration, in which we are interested
here, due to its symmetry. The governing transformation ma-
trices are given by
(6)
with the Jacobian being a constant, , where is the
area of the original triangle. The hypersingular integral (5) in
the new parametric space can be evaluated as
(7)
where and and are the associated
Jacobians of the transformation from the original triangles to
the equilateral parameter space master triangles. Moreover,
is a function of all six nodal coordinates (for the two original
triangles) as well as the four variables (two for the inner integral
and two for the outer integral ) of the equilateral triangle
parameter space.
Next, we need to orient the elements so that the shared edge
is defined by for , and for , hence, the sin-
gularity is characterized by (see Fig. 2).
The position vectors in the new parametric space are given ac-
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Fig. 2. Orientation of the triangular elements both in the original and the equi-
lateral triangle parameter space.




which only depend on the vertices of the triangles.
B. First Analytical Integration
Thereafter, a polar coordinate transformation within the inner
integration (triangle Q) is introduced to cancel the line of singu-
larity defined by and
(12)
The distance function takes the form
(13)
where
Fig. 3. Polar coordinate transformations employed in the first analytical inte-
gration. (a) First transformation:          . (b) Second transformation:
      .
(14)
The integration with respect to should be split into two pieces,





Bearing in mind that the breakpoint in is only a function of ,
the integration can be directly rearranged
(17)
As the singularity now occurs when , we proceed in
accordance with [25] by introducing a second polar coordinate
transformation
(18)
as shown in Fig. 3(b). The distance function in the new para-
metric system takes the form
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(19)
and the original integral can be written as a sum of 3-D integrals
(20)
since the integral over
(21)
can be evaluated analytically, as will be shown later. In the last
expression, one can easily identify the final Jacobian after the
whole set of parametric transformations
(22)
The main kernel of the hypersingular integral can be extended
as
(23)
where also the distance vector is proportional to
(24)
Substituting (19) and (24) in (23) yields
(25)
One of the key points of the direct evaluation method is that
the singularity is canceled out with the Jacobian (22), ob-
taining finally
(26)
Inasmuch as the testing and basis functions and
are either RWG or functions, it is easy
to prove that after applying the parametric transformations they
have the following pattern:
(27)
where , and are vectors independent of and , and
are determined by the actual functions we use. Consequently,
in (26), only terms proportional (considering the variable ) to
any of the following:
TABLE I
FUNCTIONS     
(28)
appear. Of course, all of them can be analytically integrated with
respect to , therefore, justifying the argument below (21).
After the first analytical integration, which can be held with
the help of a symbolic mathematical software like Maple for the
sake of a systematic approach, the function takes the form
(29)
where are fixed functions defined in Table I and
the coefficients depend on the actual functions and
under consideration.








Since the angle integrals cannot be evaluated analytically, it
will be necessary to rearrange the aforementioned integrals by
placing the integral in the innermost position, taking into ac-
count that the functions can be integrated analyti-
cally in terms of . As a last remark, note that for some combi-
nations of testing and basis functions and , only some of the
terms in (29) appear, reducing the actual computational cost for
those cases.
C. Second Analytical Integration
In the next step, the integration is split for positive and nega-
tive values of . Exploiting the symmetry of the equilateral tri-
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angle parameter space, though, it suffices to proceed only to the
analytical integration over region [26]. The remaining
part can be easily computed by flipping the elements around, as
presented in part of this section.
Before starting with the second analytical integration, we in-
troduce the three possible values of the function , for the case
, depending on the zone of the plane
(33)
1) Integration Over Region : In this case,
the splitting of integrals is independent of , thus, leading,
without complication, to the following two integrals:
(34)
where the upper limit of the integration with respect to (man-






and the integral is split at
(37)
Since is not a function of , the integral with respect to can
be moved in the innermost integration, once it is interchanged
with the integral according to the geometry shown in Fig. 4
and the inversion formula
(38)
Finally, switching the integrals results in
(39)
Fig. 4. The     domain for the first shift of the integral,      .
where , , are the following analytically
integrated with respect to functions:
(40)
2) Integration Over Region : In this case, the






only now the breakpoint in is a function of
(44)
As before, the and integrals are easily interchanged, the
domain being the region below the curve in Fig. 4. This
results in the four integrals
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Fig. 5. The domain for interchanging the integrals    , for a fixed value of . (a) Case    . (b) Case    .
(45)
where is given in (38). Using the fact that ,
the geometry for interchanging and is shown in
Fig. 5(a) and (b).
3) Integration Over Region : Moving the in-
tegral to the front in the first two integrals in (45)






Again, the functions , , are integrated ana-
lytically and the integration limit is given by
(49)
4) Integration Over Region : Similarly, the
second two integrals in (45) become, after




Finally, by adding all the components from (39), (46), and
(50), we end up to the following formula for the integration over
positive values of :
(52)
More specifically, the hypersingular integral for has been
reduced, after regrouping the integrals over disjoint domains in
the space (see Fig. 6), to the following 2-D smooth inte-
gral:
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(53)
which depends only on the four different functions
(54)
The function is defined over the integration do-
mains and , over , over and
over and , as shown in Fig. 6. Considering the
expressions of in (29) and the linearity of the integrals, the
abovementioned functions equal
(55)
where and the new functions are
defined using as
(56)
D. Equilateral Triangle Parameter Space’s Symmetry Effects
The remaining case (integration over negative values of )
can be handled by simply flipping the master triangles (triangles
in the equilateral triangle parametric space) and employing the
formulas for the case. More specifically, the flipping
transformation is stated as
Fig. 6. Integration domains in the     space.
(57)
(58)
with the overall additional multiplicative Jacobian being equal
to 1. After applying the two polar coordinate transformations,
analogously to (12) and (18) but with the extra aforementioned
transformation, the distance function takes the form
(59)
E. Final Formulas
Summarizing, the objective hypersingular integral (5) can be
computed by simply evaluating numerically the 2-D smooth in-
tegral
(60)
where the functions with are given by
(61)
with
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(62)
and the case-dependent sign
otherwise. (63)
Also, are the coefficients of the functions
in (29) after the first analytical integration
and the functions are explicitly derived in
Appendix A.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present some numerical results for the as-
sessment of the proposed method in terms of accuracy and ef-
ficiency. More specifically, it would be sufficient to analyze a
single, albeit representative, case among the various combina-
tions of basis and testing functions where all the terms in (28)
are present before the first analytical integration. The other pos-
sible combinations do not have any particularity which could
change the behavior of the results.
To start with, following the notation in Fig. 2, we consider two
edge adjacent triangles (T1: and T2: )
with the following vertices:
(64)
where [m] corresponds to the wavelength. Note that
and are the two common vertices. The actual computed inte-
gral is
(65)
where and are the RWG functions
(66)
In Fig. 7(a) and (b), the relative error
(67)
in calculating the real part (hypersingular portion) and the imag-
inary part (weakly singular portion) of the hypersingular inte-
gral (65) in terms of the CPU time is presented. For the sake of
a fair comparison, we selected two of the most proven methods
available in the literature, i.e., the singularity subtraction method
presented by Ylä-Oijala and Taskinen in [19] and the direct eval-
uation method applied over the static integral, again in a singu-
larity subtraction fashion, presented by Gray et al. [26]. Without
entering into much detail, the solution from the aforementioned
singularity subtraction method is obtained with the subtraction
of the first two terms of the Taylor expansion of the free-space
Green’s function
(68)
The integrals related to the last two terms of the expression
above can be computed semi-analytically, where the remaining
numerical integrals apply only to smooth functions. The first
term has a continuous derivative and, therefore, it can be inte-
grated numerically as well. The choice of removing two terms
is somehow optimum as there is not a real improvement after
removing more terms. The number of integration points for the
singularity subtraction method is fixed for the inner integral and
a Gaussian quadrature tailored for triangles [28] is used for the
outer integral.
Moreover, the reference solution has been obtained by means
of the proposed method in combination with the symbolic soft-
ware Maple, using high precision arithmetic (300 digits) in all
the computations together with a high number of integration
points until it converges smoothly up to any desired accuracy.
The exact value up to 32 significant digits equals
(69)
According to the results, as depicted in Fig. 7, the proposed
method converges up to machine precision, even for the hyper-
singular portion, much faster than the rest. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no method readily available in the literature
that could provide better accuracy in reasonable computational
times. The behavior of the proposed method clearly reveals one
of its key features, i.e., the remaining integrands after analyt-
ical integrations and reordering are sufficiently smooth func-
tions. Hence, simple interpolatory quadratures, like the standard
Gauss-Legendre, are sufficient even for highly accurate results.
This is not the case, though, for the other competing methods,
where the remaining integrands after the cancellation or the sub-
traction of the singularity are non sufficiently smooth functions
of the outer (observation) triangle’s arguments. The accurate in-
tegration of such functions calls for sophisticated 2-D cubatures,
like the recently developed double-exponential based general-
ized Cartesian product rules [29], still with considerable com-
putational overhead. This problem would therefore arise in any
of the traditional singularity cancellation or singularity subtrac-
tion methods mentioned in the introduction, considering that all
of them deal separately with inner and outer integrals.
As for the imaginary part, it seems that the singularity sub-
traction method stagnates at a relative error of . A fair ex-
planation of this behavior is based on the fact that the fixed
number of integration points used for the inner integral is not
sufficient for high precision and it should be increased, deterio-
rating even more its overall efficiency.
Although the example presented above stands as a represen-
tative case in the vast majority of the state-of-the-art triangular
meshing schemes, two additional extreme cases have been
selected in order to highlight the robustness of the proposed
method against deformed triangles with bad aspect ratio or
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the relative error as a function of the CPU time for the
triangles T1 and T2. (a) Real part. (b) Imaginary part.
quality. One commonly used quality measure for such “dis-
torted” triangles is the ratio between the radius of the largest
inscribed circle (times two) and the smallest circumscribed
circle
(70)
According to [30], a triangle with quality factor lower than 0.7
or a minimum angle lower than 30 degrees is unacceptable in a
mesh, and there are techniques to convert these bad meshes into
others, fulfilling those requirements [31]–[33]. Therefore, we
have selected two triangles T3: and T4:
which are below this limit (quality factor of 0.46 and minimum
angle of 30 degrees), i.e.
(71)
The results for the combinations of triangles and
are depicted in Fig. 8. The reference solutions have
Fig. 8. Comparison of the relative error as a function of the CPU time for the
distorted triangles. (a) Real part. (b) Imaginary part.




Although convergence slightly deteriorates for the real part, the
proposed method is still able to practically reach machine pre-
cision in less than 0.1 s and the same conclusions as in the pre-
vious, more representative case can be drawn.
Evidently, the regularization of the hypersingular kernel
together with the reduction of the dimensionality of the original
integral from 4-D to 2-D via the direct evaluation method has
resulted in formulas which provide numerically exact results
(more than 13 significant digits for the relative error) with
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Fig. 9. Bistatic radar cross section (RCS) of a 0.25   regular tetrahedron. (a)
E-plane. (b) H-plane. (c) E-plane zoomed in.
significantly reduced computational effort. In particular, using
codes implemented in MATLAB and run in a computer with
an Intel Core 2 Quad, 2.83 GHz (no parallelization has been
done), Linux 2.6.28 Ubuntu and MATLAB 7.7.0.0.471, the
proposed scheme reaches a relative error smaller than in
10 ms and almost machine precision in about 100 ms.
Finally, a relevant example is presented which shows the
importance of leading an accurate integration of the Method
of Moments matrix elements. More specifically, an electrically
small regular tetrahedron with side 0.25 has been chosen
and modeled with a very coarse regular mesh of
TABLE II
FUNCTIONS     
TABLE III
FUNCTIONS   
edges or basis functions, where all the triangles are equilateral.
The reference value has been obtained with a very fine mesh
( edges), accumulating many triangular elements
close to the tetrahedron edges and solving with EFIE formula-
tion. The following five simulations have been performed for
the coarse mesh: 1) Standard EFIE, 2), 3) MFIE with RWG and
basis functions, respectively, together with standard
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singularity subtraction approach, 4), 5) MFIE with RWG and
basis functions, respectively, with the edge adjacent
interactions computed with the proposed method. Note, that
using basis functions imply the same singular inte-
grals [34], [35]. For the singularity subtraction, four integration
points per triangle were used. Fig. 9 shows the bi-static RCS for
all the cases. Clearly, MFIE with RWG basis functions has the
worst performance, although there is a substantial gain when
the edge-adjacent integration is done accurately. In this case
there is an important error inherent to the formulation itself.
However, when using MFIE with basis functions, the
performance is even better than with EFIE for the same mesh
and an excellent result, without computational overhead, is
obtained if the integration is accurately done with the proposed
method, as highlighted when zooming in [see Fig. 9(c)]. More-
over, the fast and accurate evaluation of the matrix elements,
allows to the proper study of the other (of different nature)
well-known problems appearing in MFIE formulations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the direct evaluation method is developed for the
computation of the hypersingular integrals arising in Galerkin
surface integral equation formulations. The key feature of the
proposed scheme lies on the appropriate regularization of the
singular integrand together with the reduction of the dimen-
sionality of the original integral from 4-D to 2-D. The final
formulas presented herein succeed in providing numerical re-
sults of unmatched accuracy (close to the machine precision)
and efficiency, thus, improving substantially the accuracy of the
impedance matrix elements in field integral equation formula-
tions as well as reducing the overall filling time. In addition, we
hope that with the detailed analysis and the ready-to-use form
of the final formulas, the direct evaluation method will find its
place in standard mathematical subroutine libraries widely used
in the computational electromagnetics community.
APPENDIX
IMPLEMENTATION OF FUNCTIONS
To compute the in an efficient and compact way,
we first introduce the following functions:
(74)
The aimed functions can then be calculated in terms of two
auxiliary functions and (actually one,
considering ) which are defined in
Tables II and III, respectively, as
(75)
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